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SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL IN SOUTH BANK - SURVEY

South Bank BID has partnered with the Cross River Partnership, a non-profit organisation who
have been delivering positive change around London through social and environmental initiatives
for 25 years, to create a Clean Air Village in South Bank. 

As part of this project, we are working to create a dedicated sustainable transport programme
across the area. A key element of designing and implementing the programme is understanding
what the preferences are of our business community, and in which areas we can create the most
benefit for organisations across South Bank. 

To that end, we have created a survey to understand what the current transport patterns and
preferences are for employees travelling into the area, and what the best possible opportunities
are to create more sustainable travel. 

The survey takes 5 minutes to answers and contains 21 questions; it covers topics such as
current modes of transport, commuting times, and what employees would ideally like to see
coming out of an active sustainable travel scheme in South Bank.
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We’re very grateful for your time and your feedback on this matter; we know providing employees
with safe and sustainable ways to travel into the area is a high priority currently for many of our
businesses. We feel having this information will help ensure a programme that
businesses throughout South Bank can benefit from, and also act as a crucial step to tackling air
quality. 

Complete Survey Here

 

 

Support Bernie Spain Gardens 

Now more than ever, access to green space
is vital. Bernie Spain Gardens here in South
Bank, which is run by Coin Street, is looking
for support to help transform the northern
garden into an even more sustainable space. 

Their new  “Pollinator Garden” designs will
focus on biodiversity, sustainability and
community. Coin Street are seeking funding
to cover the cost of transforming and
extending Bernie Spain Gardens. Signing
your name in support will make it possible to
get that funding. 

How to support the Gardens 

Sign your name in support below
Ask colleagues and friends to sign too
Share with your social networks

Show your Support

 

 

Available Cycle Parking in South
Bank 

As more people are looking to commute via
bicycle to the office, Stolen Ride have
created a handy map featuring all available
cycle parking across Central London. The
map also includes additional data on the
storage capacity, and a photo of the parking
storage where available. 

Through our work in the South Bank and
Waterloo Management Group, the BID is
currently looking to find solutions to making
additional bicycle storage available in the
area.  

Available Cycle Parking Map
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